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There is no single right way to be 
or to look,
This is the concept of this winter collection.  Fashion and mentality 
changes constantly and they are strictly connected to: the age, the 
Country and, in our case, the sector of the main activity. 
We tried to think to everyone’s need, to find the key to our clients’ 
happiness, to create something that will enhance their professional 
look and that will make their working time easier.

&shops 
collections

neWs
In the Northeast of Italy there is a small city famous for its 
ancient Villa Contarini, dating back to the XVI Century, and 
where one of the most attended traditional Antiques Market 
takes place regularly every month.

This is the place Pastelli chosen to 
convey the Pastelli concept and showing 
all the Pastelli products and news, a 
place where history meets the true 
Italian Style.
Inspired by the brand colours, the 
concept is to create an atmosphere 
where everyone may find: intimacy, 
a personal touch and breathe our 
Company philosophy.
From now on, this will be the best 
meeting place: an environment rich of 
suggestion, perfect as an escape from 
the busy life. 
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It is something hard to believe, but we worked hard to achieve 
this result and we think we found the solution in “plastic bottles”.

Recycling them it is possible to obtain an incredible fiber, that 
is completely wrinkle free and makes everyone forget the 
meaning of ironing. Moreover, the fabric obtained is almost as 
much transpiring as a pure cotton. 

The fabric that we will simply call PET comes also at a very 
interesting price, but the vantage comes also for the easy and 
cheap maintenance of it. 

PET is available in 8 colors, from white to black, with neutrals 
as sand and lavender, with three bright shades like spring green, 
aubergine and turquoise, ending with a misty blue. 

It is enough to wash the garment at 40°/104F without tumbler 
and to hang it. It will dry very quickly and it will be ready 
for another day of work. 

The range of styles increase constantly, please check our price list 
and web site for being update on this offer.

i Want a 
indestructiBle 

garment

lab Coat ErEVAN in white 
with CUBA top in lavender

pet COllECTION
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Brighton man top, available in pet 
short sleeves and in cotton long and short sleeves . 

13 different colours to choose from. 

stylish and comfortable, it is closed by nickel free studs.

pet COllECTION
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erevan
woman style available in a large 
selection of sizes

11 colours to choose from the PET 
and the PUrE COTTON offer 

S-TOP shoes handmade 

Veal leather 

In lavender colour CUBA top with 
IllETAS trousers

duBai
Comfortable lab-coat with an 
innovative cut, decorated with a 
small sparkling crystal. 

pet COllECTION
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Brighton man top
Available in PET with short sleeves and in 
cotton with long and short sleeves. 

13 different colours to choose from. 

Stylish and comfortable, it is closed by nickel 
free studs. 

illetas trousers 

with a slim fit, trendy cut. Unisex trousers 
closed by a string; it presents two french 
pockets on the front and a small one on the 
back. 

Bristol coat 

A timeless coat that comes in different 
fabrics: PET, a light cotton called levantine, 
a heavier one called Gabardine and in 
a budget version in the Pastelli Young 
collection. 

car shoes 

Handmade veal leather shoes; the maximum 
comfort an Italian artisan may create. 

pet 
COllECTION

ThE PErFECT

outFit
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Freedom
COllECTION
We are never tired to find out new solutions for our clients. 
The Pastelli research team built this fabulous fabric, brilliant as a 
silk, soft as a cashmere, strong as a polyester and natural as only 
the best long staple cotton may be. 

Freedom is “easy care” and it comes in new trendy shades. we 
believe you will fall in love with it. 

ErICE top with 
IllETAS trousers
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Freedom

Beirut man top
A new man top rich of details, long and 
short sleeves 

Available also in the classic collection in 
white, grey and black 

milano unisex top.
A over the top version of the classic scrub. 
Available in the freedom collection and also 
in the Pastelli Young budget line. 

illetas trousers & 

Klever clogs
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arles Woman top 
Dedicated to the most classic 
professional who wishes to add 
details and elegance to their job. 

Available only with short sleeves

Freedom

cardiFF
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Beirut woman top
The perfect match with the male 
version.

Available with short and long sleeves 
and in the classic white, black and grey 
of the classic collection

illetas trousers
with a slim fit, trendy cut. Unisex 
trousers closed by a string; it presents 
two french pockets on the front and a 
small one on the back. 

Available in the PET colours and in a 
vast range of pure cotton ones. 

milano unisex top
Available in white and in the freedom colours range.

Freedom
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Freedom

guadalupe man top
Easy, fresh and simply. Available only with 
short sleeves.

It comes in 9 different colours.
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parigi
One of our best-sold man top, now 
available also in the freedom collection.

18 colours available; in PET and in pure 
Cotton.

Short-sleeved top; all with white zipper.

It matches perfectly with the woman top 
nuraxi.

Freedom

erice
Simply but feminine top, easy to wear.

It comes in 8 different colours.

Perfect match with Guadalupe Man Top.
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nuraXi
One of the most successful style from 
our classic collection, now also available 
in the freedom fabric.

Tons of colours to choose from, all of 
them with ¾ sleeves and white zipper.

Freedom
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AlwAYS
classic

yorK
Slim fit woman lab coat characterized by a white 
piping. Produced in our long staple pure cotton 
that grants a great comfort all day long.

Fit from the size XS up to the XXl and it comes 
in the classic white plus this elegant grey.
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cardiFF
Closed by a russian style 
collar, this new man top 
grants comfort adding a 
touch of elegance thaks to 
the renomà stitching.

It comes in all the freedom 
colours, plus in long stable 
cotton in: white, black and 
petrol green.

Available only with short 
sleeves.

rio
A revisited classic woman top, 
with a large range of sizes, it 
may solve almost every kind 
of need. Feminine cut, closed 
on the front by nickel free 
studs; large pockets, short and 
long sleeves.

Available in white, coral red, 
navy blue and petrol green.

rElAXING green
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vienna

red 
ENErGY
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Beirut
Elegance is an attitude and this 
man top will grant everyone 
to distinguish himself by 
professionalism. Available with 
long and short sleeves, in white, 
grey and black, plus all the 
freedom colours.

SIMPlY
stylish

Bergen
A faux double-breasted coat.

Slim every kind of figure. 
Inner pockets and useful ones 
for daily accessories. Available 
only in white cotton.

classic
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caBan
None will believe this 
to be a lab coat. Trendy, 
carefully sewed, rich of 
small and important 
details. Slim fit lab coat, 
available in white for a 
more classic look and in 
full black for a younger 
and current one. &BlacK 

whITE
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righel
Stylish look, slim fit, short and long 
sleeves; available in white or black 
cotton. Trendy buttons make this 
top simply unique.
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caletta
Available in a countless 
numbers of colours. 
Caletta style gives 
a proper look at an 
incredible price.

volterra
A new woman coat with 
our Renomà finishing. 
Proper and professional 
looking count on many 
pockets for all your daily 
accessories.

Available only in white 
cotton, long sleeves.
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TIMElESS   elegance
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vevey
A unique top for a unique 
look. long and short 
sleeves in a great array of 
colours and sizes.

AlwAys
Sparkling
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adria Young

PASTELLI 
PASTELLI  
PASTELLI

Budget
lINES

From the very beginning, we were 
always obsessed by the details 
that may grant a unique look to a 

professional; but pastelli does not mean 
just priced uniforms but also quality 
uniforms at a budget price for large 
clinics, hospitals, school and universities. 
the global offer may be personalized as 
per our customer’s requirements in style, 
fabrics and obviously colours. 

Young 
BASIC 
College

BASIC 
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milano yataBristol Young
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lodi 
Young

linosa 
Young

milano 
Young

riccione 
Young
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Beirut



WWW.PASTELLI.COM
PASTEllI Srl - ITAlY - 35016 CAMPO SAN MArTINO
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